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Our first neutron paper is 
almost ready!

There has been great interests in 
measuring neutrons lately.

Miranda Elkins from University of 
Minnesota Duluth shows 
MINERvA can see up to 50% of 
neutron candidates in the low 
momentum transfer region
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The fine grained scintillator (CH) allows us to detect neutrons 
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What we need is a neutron measurement:

- Neutrons interact with H and C
- Energy deposition is observed in the scintillator
- Low noise detector 
- Detector large enough to contain neutrons
- Fast timing is absolutely critical for event identification. 
- LArTPCs are slower and do not have Hydrogen



The fine grained scintillator (CH) allows us to detect neutrons 
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The charge sharing on stacked triangles 
improves position resolution

2D measurements on adjacent planes 
gives 3D information.



A neutron signature

A simulated event where anti-neutrino CC exchange with a proton in Hydrogen 
that spans more than 1 view.
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X view

U or V view in between 



How do we see neutrons in the first place?
GEANT4 simulation using 1 neutron 
particle cannon:

- Interaction is defined as a 
neutron causing baryonic 
daughter tracks such as 
protons and nuclear fragments

- Nucleus species are identified 
by the proton content of 
outgoing particles

- Neutrons interacting in a 400 
mm fiducial volume are 
considered

- Low KE neutrons interact on 
Hydrogen

- Carbons’ inelastic processes 
becomes available at higher 
neutrons KE 6

Particle Cannon
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Energy deposits mostly come from protons
GEANT4 models neutrons to deposit energy in the detector 

by interacting with nucleus and producing showers

Interactions on Hydrogen produce protons through elastic 
scattering

Interactions on Carbon can be both elastic and inelastic, with 
the majority of energy deposits coming from protons broken 

from the nucleus.



Examples:
Broken Nuclei (BN)
n + C → B + p + n 
n + C → Li + He + p + n 

Unbroken Nuclei ( UB )
n + H → n + p
n + C → n + C

Interaction Type vs Neutron Kinetic Energy
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Neutrons elastically scattered 
from Hydrogen at low energy.

Interactions on Carbon are 
mainly inelastic, often break 
the nucleus and producing 
photons in the process. 

Particle Cannon
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Particle Cannon



E visible:

Most of our analyses do not care 
about clusters lower than 1 MeV.

Such clusters often originate from 
noise or crosstalk

Hydrogen Contribution

Protons originating from Hydrogen 
nucleus are significant energy 
contributors at KE < 50 MeV

Depending on fraction of low KE 
neutrons, Hydrogen is important in 
their detections.
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Particle Cannon



We have 2 
algorithms to 
reconstruct 
neutrons

Low q3 algorithm

- Ignore vertex activities
- Begin with clusters close to the vertex
- Add a cluster if it is close to previous clusters.
- Repeat until all clusters near vertex are consumed
- Do not consider these clusters

- Ignore clusters close to the muon
- Neutron Counting

- Clusters that are close together form a neutron candidate 11

Published 
Results
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Work in 
Progress

We have 2 
algorithms to 
reconstruct 
neutrons

X

3D Candidate
3D Leftover

2D Leftover

U 3D Candidate

3D Leftover

V

3D Candidate

3D Neutron Algorithm

- Ignore clusters very close to the muon tracks
- Neutron Reconstruction

- For each view, create and grow seeds from clusters that 
are close together..

- Seeds from all 3 views are matched together if their 
positions intersects. These are 3D neutron candidates.

- Leftover clusters from adjacent planes are combined 
together to form leftover candidates. 

- If a candidate is both 3D and has the most energetic 
cluster, it is promoted to the Main Candidate.



Threshold to make 3D Neutron Candidates
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2D algorithm 3D algorithm

- The 2D algorithm is optimized for counting neutron candidates in the low q3 
region and do not require neutrons to deposit much energy.

- The 3D algorithm is aimed at reliably finding a neutron with a direction.
- Reliable 3D candidates require recoil protons to deposit enough energy to 

span a few planes.
- They begin to be populous at Neutron KE > 120 MeV

Particle Cannon



Threshold to make 3D Neutron Candidates
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2D blob algorithm 3D algorithm

Might be recoiling 
proton’s Bragg 
peak

The Main 3D Candidate in this region starts to show something like Bragg peak.

Indication that they are energetic protons. 

They are mainly formed by inelastic interactions on Carbon.

The 2 algorithms are sensitive to neutrons at separate regions because they are 

built for different purposes. 

Particle Cannon



Neutron candidates properties 
in the low q3 region

In the paper

- The energies of recoil protons in neutron 
interactions do not have strong dependence 
on neutron energy.

- We can achieve > 50% efficiency at neutron 
tagging!

- Non-relativistic neutrons exhibit timing 
structure consistent with simulation.

- Timing can be an additional distinguishing 
power if the detector is fast enough.

Dr. Richard Gran, Wine and Cheese
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How about 3D algorithm?

At high energy, an interacting 
neutron is quite likely to 
produce a trackable proton 
recoil.

Right now the 3D algorithm 
assumes there is only 1 
neutron to begin with. 

A neutron can scatter a few 
times before creating a Main 
Candidate.
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Position not so useful?

Particle Cannon



Consider this
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Anti neutrino CCQE on hydrogen 
- Free from nuclear effects

- Neutron kinematics precisely calculable

- Spread in hydrogen peak is due to neutron resolution and experimental 
uncertainties

- E.g. muon momentum 



Where doth the neutron go?
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Define an interaction plane 
using neutrino and 
expected neutron direction

Coplanar Angle
Angle outside the plane

Reaction Plane Angle
Angle inside the plane

We expect neutrons from 
Carbon to deviate from the 
calculated neutron direction



Resolution 
A preliminary study on LE 
MC and data:

- Data POT: 1.04E20
- MC POT:   9.52E20
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Recoil Energy cut
● E < 0.45 GeV and
● E < 0.03 GeV + 0.3/GeV x Q2

Hydrogen and Carbon share the same experimental 
uncertainties.

The spread in Hydrogen is 
due to
1. Neutron scattering

2. Detector resolution

3. Muon angle and energy 
reconstruction

4. Background contamination

The spread in Carbon is due to
- 1 to 4 above
- and Nuclear Effects



Resolution 
1 neutron particle cannon,
clusters are truth selected
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FWHM ~ 0.04 rad. That’s really good.
Selecting Main Candidates closest to vertex improves resolution slightly.

- Neutrons stay faithfully on course until interacting on nucleus
Study does not include background yet.

The spread is due to
1. Neutron scattering

2. Detector resolution

3. Muon angle and energy 
reconstruction

4. Background contamination

5. Nuclear effects
Particle Cannon



The Neutron Efforts at MINERvA

Some neutron related projects/thoughts at MINERvA:

1. Combining neutron counting and direction algorithm to gain comprehensive 
picture of neutrons in MINERvA. Eventually this tool will measure both 
neutron multiplicities and directions.

2. CCQE antinu on hydrogen. Can we isolate enough Hydrogen to measure 
proton form factors? Can we use the shared experimental uncertainties to 
constrain nuclear effects on Carbon?

3. Measuring 1 muon + 1 proton + 1 neutron final states, can we constrain 2p2h 
with nn (neutrino) or pp (anti neutrino) initial state?

4. Planning to measure the multiplicity and direction of neutrons on Nuclear 
Targets ( Lead, Iron, Carbon ).
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Challenges ahead
MINERvA’s 2D scintillator plane design means we’ll inevitably lose spatial information 
when neutrons deposit a small amount of energy. We need to be very careful using 
these information to get both multiplicities and directions right.

Until now we’ve constrained our neutron yields by cutting hard on event topology. That 
will be a problem for analysis with larger energy transfers. Need further background 
studies. 

What we measure for neutrons is a convolution of GENIE neutrons and GEANT4’s 
simulation. We use an older version of GEANT4. We are considering moving to a newer 
version.

We have only recently started to look at neutrons, much work remains to be done and 
many physics opportunities ahead
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Backup
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Energy loss of the fragment particles

Interpretation for protons is straightforward
- Protons lose energies through ionization process
- Lose the most energies

Neutrons “lose” energies
- Due to small perturbations in the detector
- And processes on nuclei that didn’t make the tracking threshold 
- Most likely a technicality of GEANT4

Pions
- They lose a lot of energy in the detector
- There are very few of them to begin with

Photons
- Photon cross section monotonically decreases in this energy range
- More of the lower energy photons will convert
- There are not many photons in the high KE region

It is safe to say that most of the neutron candidates we see come from recoil 
protons. 



The excess events are 
predominantly 2 cluster 
candidates that are hard 
to reconstruct in real 
analysis and best left as 
analyzed using the low q3 
algorithm. 

At KE > 120 MeV, we start 
to get reliable 3D 
reconstruction as the 
recoil protons can leave 
behind more energy and 
travel more planes. 
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Splitting samples in KE bins consistent with paper’s plot. 

Low energy 2 cluster blobs are unlikely to be 3D reconstructable in full simulation due to 
various backgrounds. 

Reliable 3D reconstruction starts to appear at 120 < KE < 180 MeV bin.

They become abundant at KE > 180 MeV
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Photon and protons are responsible for carrying away the most energies 
from neutrons. 
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Example of a neutron scattered before creating Main 
Candidate
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X

U V

In this case, the neutron first deposits energy in 
X and U view, gets deflected and create a Main 
Candidate later on. 



LE Hydrogen Plot Efficiency

Not all neutrons 
interacted in the 
detector.
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The 1 MeV requirements for each cluster probably 
cut out a large fraction of the very abundant 

Neutron-Hydrogen interactions. 

The 1 MeV is in place to ensure fluctuations and 
cross-talks don’t get in the way of analysis. 

The majority of the low E N-H interactions cannot 
make 3D reconstructions
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